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FOREWORD

TWO report presents the preliminary results of one of the projects Partlclpatifl In the

MiftMvy-ffect Programs a, Operation Redwing. Overall information about this and the

Obter Mtz-effect prMes ca be obtained from WT-1344, the "Summary Report of

the Commander, Task Unit &* This tec cal summary includes (1) tables listing each

detonation with its yield, type, environment, meteorological conditions, et. ; (2) maps

showing shot locations; (3) discussions of results by programs; (4) summaries of objec-

tives, procedures, results, etc., for all projects; and (5) a listing of project reports for

the military-.ffect programs.
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S~~ABSTRACT--

roject 2.10 was conducted to verlit the etfectiveneus of a washdown system as a radio-
logical countermeasure for ships. The evaluations were made possible by the requirement
for wanhdown-equipped ships to be stationed within the region of tactically significant fail-
out In order to support several projects in the fallout characlterizaton program of Opera-
tdo, Redwing.

To fAll the Instrumentation requirements o0 Program 2, the Bureau of Ships test
ships. YAG-39 and YAG-40, were employed. Waahdown effectiveness was measured by
a comparison of gamma-radiation field measurements taken In the unwashed control area
forward and the washed after portion of each ship.

The test ships participated In five shots and at least on, of them was sufficiently coo,-
taminated In four of these to make wasbdown evaluation feasible. Maximum levels of
gamma radiation encountered ranged from 264 mr/hr at 11 hours after Shot Flathead to
21.2 r/hr at 4.6 hours after Shot Tews. 1V" four events provided two seneral types of
oontaminant, a solid particulate material from Zotsuni and Tewa and a alt-water
siaurry from Shots Flathead and Navajo. The latter contaminant was similar to that en-
countered from Shots 4 and 5 during Operation Castle.TOWs accumulated gamma. dose at the time of ce a of f~outwareud 5t

o of ou was reduced 95 to91 W °• t 14 the ca se Of the slurry m aterial .a md7 o 9 tfrtedy• o t

Perfor the dry f, Iu.
Totaldoserates were reduced at the end of washdown. 5 ;an 8 to 95 p tfor
the slurry and dry fallout types reriwtively. Removal of e dry material dpsited on
the ships varied from 74 to 96 pseknt at the time waahd 'was secured.

The results from Operation Castle concerning wa=di ectivenesa against rela-
tively emall amounts of salt-water slurry-type fallout are rmed, and recommendsa-
tions for further testing an mads.
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PREFACE
The dpndeny of Project 2.10 upon the data taken and processe- by Project 2.71 will
become apparent *s the reader progresses through this report. nhe rapid and thorough
decontamination of the test ships between participations accomplished by Projects 0.8
and 2.9 was also necessary for saucess. The cooperation of these projcots in the design
and conduct of their respective tWks so as to provide the instrumentation and recovery
required for the evaluation of the waasdown countermeasure Is gratefully acknowledged.
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Chapter I
INTRODUCTION

1.1 OBJECTIVE

The objective of Project 2.10 was primarily to evaluate the effectiveness of the wash-
down cointermeasure under fallout condlUons resulting from several Redwing shots, and
secondarily, to supplement prior data on wshdowu.

The results from this project together with the techniques 2nd material studies of Pro-
Ject 28 (Reference 2), the proposed standard ship recovery procedures of Project 2.9
Reference 3), and the ship-shielding determinations of Project 2.71 (Reference 4), were

planned to provide basic Information leading to the establishment of a shipboard radio-
logical countermteaares-al-deowntaminAUtn system that could be recommended to the
Chief of Naval Operations a part of a Shipboard Nuclear Weapons Defense System.

1.2 BACKGROUND

Laboratory studies and ship trials (References 5, S and 7), using fallout simulants,
he"v Indicated that a waahdown system capeble of covering an entire ship's weather sur-
rices with salt-water spray is operationally feasible, and provides a rapid and effective
means of reducing the radiation hzard to personnel during and after a contaminating
event.

Based upon the simulant-type feasibility studies, a request was made by the Chief of
Naval Operations that the effectiveness of washdown systems be verified under actual
contaminating conditions. Consequently, two Liberty Ships (YAG'A 39 and 40) were con-
verted to shielded, radIo-remote-controlled test vehicles, one being equipped with a
waShdoWA system and one withor. Washdown evaluations were conducted during Opera-
tion CAtle (Reference 1) and Operation Wigwam (Reference 8).

A typical result obtained durin Castle Indicated that the washdown countermeasure
reduced an otherwlue potential gamma do"e of 300 r at 10 hours after burst by 87 to 94
percent mnd reduced the radation field gamma dose rate at a exposed location by 90 to
94 percent at the timn &!lout bad ended (Reference 1).

During Wigwam, a deep underwater detonation was experienced by the test ship equip-
pod with washdown. The primary radiation hazard was apparently due to air-borne con-
taminant which passed near the ship, a situation In which waabdown cannot be effective.
There was little residual contamination from the washdown water, even though the ship
traversed patches of contaminated ocean (Reference 8).

for operation during the Castle tests, the YAG-39 was completely equipped with a
washdown system and other candidate counted measures, whereas the YAG-40 was oper-
ated unprotected. llgure 1.1 ohows the YAG-40 with a full washdown system In operation
(this was Installed subsequent to Castle), and Figure 1.2 shows the YAG-39 with the par-
Ual wasnown system in operalton as used on both ships for Operation Redwing.

The ships were operated together during Castle and it was assumed that each would
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be subjected to the same amount of dep~osited cntaminant. Thus, the %kashd,', n effec-

tiveness was to be obtained by direct comparison of the average gama doses and dose

rates measured on the same areas of each ship. In spite of the fact that the ships main-

tained station and were never more than 1,500 yards apart during fallout, the gamma

Intensity-time data indicated that the ships %ere subjected to different degrees of con-

tamination. Before direct comparison could be accompiished, the gamma history of

WASHDOWN PERIOD

wirtfur wfhsmoomy

Daose #4,re

u41

•FALLOUT PER=o-• _

TIME
A Doae from contaminant deposited, 5ut removed (saved)

by washdown
8 Dole from deposited contaminont not removed by woasdown
C Dose contributed by air- and water-borne contaminant

Figure 1.3 Breakdown of shipboard deck dose rate~s during
a contaminating event.

one ship had to be arbitrarily adjusted to account for probable differences in amounts of
contaminant deposited. To eliminate this variable, it was recommended ftht washed and
unwashed sections on the same ship be compared in any future tests (Reference 1).

Dudng Redwing, the forward sections of YAG-39 and YAG-40 were kept clear of the
washdown in order to assure that no moisture would be carried into the fallout collection
and decontamination study areas (see Figure 1.2). Thus, the washdown test conditions
recommended in the Castle Report (Referene ') were provided and washdown evaluatton
by comparison of radiation measurements taken in washed and unwashed areas on each
ship was possible.

1.3 THEORY

During a contaminating event aboard ship, the gamina radiation field on deck in the
sum of the radiations from the contaminant deposited on the weather surfaces, from
radioactive particles in the air surrounding the ship, and from contaminant in the water
nearby. The contribution from each of these sources to the total radiation field at any

13
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particular point will depend on their relative magnitudes and on the intervening distances
and structures.

Figure 1.3 shows how deck doses and dose rates can be suppressed by washdown re-
moval of part of the contaminant deposited on the weather surfaces both during and after
the contaminating event.

Washdown effectiveness is defined as the percentage reduction of gamma radiation
hazard aboard ship attributable to wafibdown.

This effectiveness may be measured in four ways, each of them significant: (1) Per-
centage reduction of total dose, ETD; (2) Percentage reduction of dose rate from all
sources (total dose rate), ETR; (3) Percentage reduction of dose from deposited contami-
nant, EDD; and (4) Percentage reduction of dose rate from deposited contaminant, EDR.
Assuming no difference in decay rates in the washed and unwashed areas, no portion of
the washed area is left unwashed, and no contaminant removal phenomena such as rain
occurs, these measures of effectiveness may be expressed as follows:

ET 0 1-!*!L (1.1)

EThRt M .a0 1-Z (1.2)

SDI)(t) *100 [1 -(Dw -a)/(Du -a)] (1.3)

BDR tM a 100 [1- (Rw-A)/(Ru -A)] (1.4)

Where: Dw - total gamma dose accumulated within washdown area up to time t

Du - total gamma dose accumulated within unwashed control area up to
time t

t = time in hours after detonation

Rw - gamma dose rate in washed area at time t

Ru - gamma dose rate in unwashed control arei at timei t

a - gamma dose contributed by the air- and water-borne
contaminant up to time t

A a gamma dose rat* at time t contributed by the air- and water-borne
contaminant

From Figure 1.3 and Equations 1.1 through 1.4, It can be seen that at a given time dur-
ing the perid.1 of significant fallout, EDD and EDR will be greater, respectively, than ETD
and STR because of the contribution from air- and water-borne contamainant which wash-
down cannot affect. However, after significant fallout has ceased and the ship is no longer
in contaminated water, EDR and ETR become equal, but EDD will remain greater than ETD.

During a contaminating event, the values of washdown effectiveness will vary, depend-
ing on a number of factors such as rate ot fallout arrival, the portion of the radiation field
contributed by air- and water-borne contaminant, the promptness with which the washdown

14
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is activateýi, the manner in which the ship is maneuvered relative to the surface wind and
so on.

As the rate of fallout arrival decreases, washdown effectlveness can be expected to in-
crease and then level off as the amount of material being removed by the washdown water
becomes less and less.

For the purpose of washdown evaluation, the times of major interest during the contain-

TABLS LI ROWICANCI Of VAPIoWW WRVVCT1VZZS

-Time .atf ater..l
Miownma llad Arrtv-d SW of Wajhdow
UW (YPk Dm Rate from (Asome No More
Air-botm Cmetamwaao) soecat faloutj

Sim
fot rd6umou. Me""t* *I tlow don

te0el dow avei by *ukdaat

s23

1"r96"04 MNeaere of f••re
"d Mo . 9 d Nwd

fe te time ax a r ivas r e(semed
apoimt don aruot tise row

SIMS

TiA dose ma reaw t7 wesabdown dwe mt d
rawwItth rosqsot *t .a~ae

maof ar"nIw

lasting event are (1) the time of maximum fallout arrival rate (assumed to be the time of
maximum dose rate from airborne contaminant) and (2) the time of waabdcwn cessation.
The significance of the four measures of washdown effectiveness at these times is sum-
marized In Table 1.1.
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chap/er 2

PROCEOURE
2.1 OPERA11ONS

Washdown evaluations were planned for Shots Cherokee, Zuni. Flathead, Navajo, and
Tewa.

Operational control of the YAG's was exercised aboard the Naval Task Group's Com-
mand Ship, USS Estes (AGC-12), from a central control and communications station. The
ships were positioned according to the requirement of Project 2.63 (Reference 9) to gather
specific data and information concerning the nature and extent of the fallout from each of
the shot participations. Although this requirement did not allow placement of the YAG's
for optimum washdown evaluation conditions during all shots, it did provide the opportunity
to obtain comparative information among fairly representative typos of weapon einploy-
mont. both on water and land surfaces.

Based upon fallout predictions, the YAG's were positioned at distances varying 25 to
80 miles from surface zero. Upon arrival on etation, the ships were maneuvered to cor-
rect for any alterations in the predicted fallout path brought about by variations in the ob-
served upper wind structure. Once either ship commenced to receive fallout, the wash-
down system over the after-half of the ship was activated, conning was transferred from
the bridge to the shielded control room and the ship was mansuvered to maintain a rela-
tively fixed position with respect to surface zero. The washdown system was secured
when it became apparent from observed dose rate decay that significant fallout had ceased
and that no further appreciable removal of contaminant was being achieved. When ordered
by the control station aboard the ACC-12, the ships departed station, and delivered fallo.:
samples to Bikini, and then proceeded to Eniwetok. Upon arrival at Eniwetok, radlologica,
decontamination and recovery operations were commenced. When radiological surveys and
special decontamination studies (References 2 and 3) were completed, the ships were
readied for the next participation.

"Details of the ships' facilities may be found In Reference 10.

2.2 INSTRUMENTATION AND DATA REQUIREMENTS

2.2.1 Washdown System. The washdown water on both ships was supplied from inlets
approximately 20 feet below the water line by three 1,000-gpm pumps, discharging approx-
imately 2,000 Zpm at 100 psi.

The nozzles were located to provide complete weather deck coverage on the YAG-39 for
Operation Castle, and minor changes were made for the Wigwam and Redwing participa-
tions. Figure 2.1 shows the nozzle positions on the washed portion of the ship as located
for Operation Redwing.

The system aboard the YAG-40 was designed and installed for the Redwing teats and
reflects the experience gained with the YAG-39 system. Effectively, the only difference
was the arrangement of the nozzles which is shown in Figure 2.2.

2.2.2 Radiation Detection. Certain stations of the gamma-radiation-detection-and-
recording system (called GITR, gamma-intensity-time recorder) installed aboard the

C NI16
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* Plan View of Vertical Nozzle

t Location of Nozzle and Direction Aimed

FViurv 2.1 Location of abshdown nozzles on YAG-39 used on Operation RdwinS.

F U 7

o Plan View of Vertical Nozzle

SLocation of Nozzle and Direction Aimed

Figlure 2.2 Location of %%shdown nozzles on YAG-40 used on Operation Redwmin.
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YAG's for Operation Castle, were activated by Project 2.71. The instrument station
locations and identifying numbers of those stations used by Project 2.10 are shown in
Figure 2.3.

Each station consisted of a group of 4 detectors positioned 3 feet above the deck sur-
face and capable of measuring dose rates in the range of 1.5 mr/hr to 3,600 r/hr. The
detectors were air-filled ion chambers having a flat energy response down to less than
100 key. The ionization current discharged a capacitor so sized that when a given gamma-
dose increment was received, the associated olectrometry activated a relay which in turn
sent a pulse to a recorder and also recharged the capacitor. The data were recorded as
dose Incremente on a constant speed tape (FIgure 2.4).

A more-complete description of the detection-and-recording system may be found In
Chapter 8 of the Project 8.4 Operation Castle Final Report (Reference 1) and Redwing
Project 2.71 Interim Test Report (Reference 4).

Gamma-doas and dose-rate information as a function of time from Stations 13 and 14
in the unwashed areas and from Stations 67 and 88 In the wished portions of both ships
were required from Project 2.71.

The contribution to deck dose rates, as measured by Stations 13 and 14, 67 and 88, of
radiations from air- and water-borne contaminants was estimated by Project 2.71 per-
sonnel from measurements taken by detector Stations 70 and 3 (air-borne contaminant)
and 25, 26, and 28 Nwater-borne activity). Se. FPigur 2.3.

The probable instrument error of the reduced data regarding dose and dose rate is
plus or minus fifteen percent. The error In the air- and water-borne contributions varies
from plus or minus 25 to S0 percent. This Iarge error Is due to approidmations necessary
In the estimating technique of adjusting recorded values to meaningful ones. For a de-
scription of the data reduction techniques and the assignment of errors, see Reference 4.

L2.23 Time of Falout Cessation. The actual time of fallout cessation was very diff-
cult, if not impossible, to mea=sure. For the purposes of this report, the end of signifi-
cant fallout for each participation was taken as the reported average of the times when 99
percent of the total activity in each of the Project ?.M3 incremental collectors had arrived.

2.2.4 Wind Data Requirement. Relative wind speed and direction data were provided
in reduced form as a function of Lime from a Bendix Fries wind speed and di recti on re-
cording set which was Installed aboard each ship.

2.2.S Operational Data. A 2.10 project representative was aboard each ship for each
participation. All operational data such as times of washdown activation and shutdown
and a record of ships' maneuvers were logged.
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Chap/er 3
RESIUTS

3.1 OPERATIONS

3.11 Insignificant Shot Participations. Since neither of the test ships encountered
fallout worthy of mention during the sorties made for Shot Cherokee, no wIabdown evalu-
ation was possible.

The YAG-39, during the Zuni and Flathead operations, and the YAG-40, during Navajo,
received so little fallout as to render valueless any washdown evaluations based on data
from these events.

The remainder of the planned participations produced the data which follows.

..1.2 Ships' Operations, General. Tables 3.1, &3, .5, 3.?, and 3.9 prosent a sum-
mary of ship operational data for productive sorties.

The plan for operational control of the test ships from USS Rates worked satisfactorily.
Station keeping presented some difficulty. It can be seen in the tables under the head-

ing, "Course and Maneuver" that sometimes a straight course at slow speed was accom-
plished and at other times a figure-eight maneuver was used. This apparent Inconsistency
was caused by the fact that during Shots Navajo and Tewa, the wind and sea conditions
were such that at minimum speed to maintain steerageway, the rate of advance of the ships
exceeded the limits required by Project 2.03. The figure eight perpendicular to the wind,
although not the ideal condition for washdown evaluation, was decide~d upon as a compro-
mise.

No instrument failures occurred.

3.2 WATER-BORNE CONTAMINANT CONTRIBUTION

The data from detector Stations 25, 26 and 28 showed that the contribution to the ra-
diation field on deck from water-borne contaminants, in all cases, was less than one per-
cent of the total (Reference 4). Therefore, in computing the effectiveness of the waabdown
countermeasure based on removal of deposited material, only the contribution from air-
borne contaminant is subtracted from the total radiation measurements (Equations 1.3
and 1.4).

3.3 ESTIMATES OF THE CONTRIBUTION FROM AMR-BORNE
CONTAMINANT

As was Indicated In Chapter 2, an effort was made to obtain the air-borne particle
contribution to the deck radiation field in both the washed and unwashed areas during each
participation. This was actually possible In only one case, the YAG-40's Tewa experience.
The lack of one or the other of these air-contribution estimates Is not particularly serious,
however, since in the instance where both are available, they are not significantly dif-
ferent, particularly at the higher values where their influence is most felt. Where only
one of these estimates is available and it Is applied ia both areas, wider (* 50 percent)
limits of accuracy are assigned than in the case where one estimate serves as a check
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on the other (± 10 percent at higher levels, t 25 percent over an intermediate range and
1 50 percent for the lowest values). (See Reference 4. )

During Shots Flathead and Navajo, uirortunately, the intensity of the contribution from
the air to the gamma field on deck was so low as to make estimation impractical. There-
fore, for these shots, no measure of washdown effectiveness based on removal of deposited
material is possible.

3.4 WASHDOWN EFFECTIVENESS AGALNST SLURRY-TYPE CONTAMINANT

Water-surface bursts Flathead and Navajo produced fallout consisting of high-salt-
content liquid droplets, approximately 100 microns in diameter containing radioactive

Va, 40 H+26
FALWW. H24

L 9h6.2

Me W"022.2U 1 ,¶~z

40*- -00 et

, .4 ,
lieu --- Nl-4p

i114"1140 Miles

swe s$etiem 0
5ad li W eediags 

ii

44' itso W 0 40. t640 a

Figure 3.1 Track made by YAO-40 during Shot Flathead participation.

particles less than 30 microns in size. This type contaminant is hereafter referred to
as a slurry.

3.4.1 Shot Flathead. Operational Data. Table 3.1 and Figure 3.1 indicate the
operational data for YAG-40 in connection with Shot Flathead. Surface winds are pro-
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sented that their effect on washdown can be evaluated. Fallout patterns of course depend
on the winds aloft.

Radiation and Washdown Effectiveness Data. Figures 3.2 and 3.3 pre-
sent the average dose rates and doses versus time from the washed and unwashed areas
(from Stations 13 and 14, 67 and 68, respectively).

Two interesting features of the dose-rate curves in Figure 3.2 are: (1) the length of
time, some 9 hours, from the start of fallout to the peak gamnma deck dose rate, Indicat-
ing a gradual arrival of fallout over a relatively long period, and (2) the sharp drop .ff
of the dose rate in the washed area immediately after the washdown was activated.

The variation of washdown effectiveness based on the reduction of total dose rate and
total dose with the limits of uncertainty denoted by the shaded areas is depicted in Figures

'1 - - -, -

C P H I _t

5 - 0 Is o n 3

--. :uzz l 1hIll,--
100::::::0

Figure &23 Avorae gaomm deck does rates from washed and
unwashed areas versus time after SWo Flathead on YA(2o40.

changes In dose rates In not shown on the accumulated doese curves because of the log scale
and degree of uncertainty in the basic data.

Table 3.2 given the particularly significant washdown effectiveness values as outlined
in Table 1.1I.

M..2 Shot Navajo. Operational Data. Operational data for the YAG-39 during

Station keeping was done by maneuvering the uhip in a figure eight with the long axis,
perpendicular to the surface wind direction, as the wind and seas were light.
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TABLE 3.1 YAG-40 OPERATION.4L DATA FOR SHOT FLAT11EAD

Type of fallout fult -water slurry
Distance from GZ 40 miles north
Surface wind velocity 14 to 16 knots 045'
Pain during washdown None
Course and maneuver HJ+ 7.5 to H + 26, 045" at 3 knots
Time of.

first ris la background B+v.6
Fallout start H 3.2
Peak air dose rate
Peak deck do rate 8.17.0
Ind of fallout 11+22.2
Washdowm an 89.6
Wuhdmo off 3,2&7

Peek mesn dose reet
Washed arse 0.011 r/hr
Vowasbed area 0.310 r/hr

Masa total do" at ad of washdows:
Wahd 8are 0.126 r
Unwashod area &04r

Time wabdaow ooutmad aftar
Mlouot CessaIon 1.5 h

TAXLI U. WOMI1ICANT WAIDOWi• ZIZCI7Vtn (PERCZNTi.
MWO YLATHIAD AT IND OF WAS•I•WN (a* 23.7)

.. Lower Observed Upper
Limit Limit

TABLE 3,3 YAG-3I OPERAT¶C*AL DATA FOR SmOT NAVAjO

T7*e of cootamlat Salt-walter slhrry
Msae from OZ 2 miles north
6tlh'a wind velocity I knots 0O9
Visaaduring washdown NO"n
Coue sad mmaneuver a+I1 too +18, fi•ure eitk

perpendilar to the wind

Time of
lIM rise In baclgowd 3142.0

allOUt ilart 3434
Peek air dose rate
Peak deck don. ruts 3'3.
sad of fallout +.124
Waslidorano 3.1.
Waadows oil 343.1
WasMhdowuoa H+3.6
Washdom off 8+,.4

Peak moa dose rates
Waked aree 0.177 r/hr
Unwashed area 1.40 rjhr

Mes total dose at sad of wedos
Washed area 0.72 r
Unwashed are L.46 r

Times fllout continued after
"wabsdown "a secured 4.0 hr
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Washdown was operated intermittently since it was necessary for personnel from other
projects to be on deck, and it was finally secured 4 hours before the fallout ended.

Radiation and Washdown Effectiveness Data. The average gamma
washed and unwashed deck dose rates and doses versus time are given in Figures 3.7 and
3.8.

The steep drop in dose rates at H + 15.5 was due to a severe rainstorm after washdown
was secured and all significant fallout had ceased. This time was beyond the area of Im-
mediate interest, but knowledge of the effect of rain as a radiological countermeasure
could be of use to ships without washdown.

Figures 3.9 and 3.10 picture the variation of effectiveness based on reduction of total
dose rate and total dose.

The drop in effectiveness based on reduction of total dose rate, ETR (Figure 3.9) at
H +4 Is due to a faster rate of rise of dose rate in the washed area than in the unwashed
area between H + 3 and H + 4.

Since the washdown was secured before significant fallout had ceased (it was difficult
for personnel aboard the ships to determine the time of fallout cessation), there is a drop
in washdown effectiveness (ETH) after washdown was stopped.

Table 3.4 gives the significant values of ETR and ETD.

3.5 WASIIDOWN EFFECI1VENESS AGAINST PARTICULATE TYPE
CONTAMINANT

Sot Zuni, a land surface burst, and Shot Tewa, a water surface deten,&tlon In shallow
water produced particulate fallout of radioactive particles in coral residue (Reference 9).
See Figures 3.1i through 3.14. Shot Tewa particles were generally smaller than those
from Shot Zuni. Although the highest radiation levels of the Investigation were obtained
from these two shots, this type fallout is judged to be atypical of that to which naval yes-
.els at sea are likely to be exposed.

3.5.1 Shot Zuni. Operational Information. Table 3.5 and Figure 3.15 sum-
marize the operational information for this shot.

It should be noted that the YAG-40 encountered rain sqt,'lis during the washdown period
which washed deposited material from the control area, thereafter reducing the measured
washdown effectiveness.

From H + 3.5 to H + 6 hours, or for the first 214 hours of the washdown period, the ship
was on a course such that the relative wind was on the starboard quarter, a condition not
conducive to effective wasbdowu, the system of nozzles being designed for opti mu... water
distribution with the wind on the bow.

Radiation and Washdown Effectiveness Data. Figures 3.16 and 3.17 pre-
sent the gamma deck dose rates and doses versus time, of the estimated contribution from
air-barne contaminant Ip the washed area (from Station 70), the average total radiation
measurements from the washed area (Station 67 and 68) and from the unwashed control
area (Stations 13 and 14).

Use of the data from Station 3 in the unwashed area for estimation of the contribution
from air-borne contaminants was prevented by the rain storms which occurred at H + 7
and N + 8 hours (Reference 4).

Two points of interest on these dose and dose-rate curves are: (1) the rise in dose rate
in the washed area at the time washdown was secured, and (2) the near agreement between
the time of the end of fallomt marked on the dose curves (from Project 2.63 collectors) and
the apparent beginning of the constant portion of the air-contrlbution dose-estimate curve.
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Figures 3.18 through 3.21 show the variation of the four measures of washdown effective-
ness (ETR, ETD, EDR, and EDD, Equations 1.1 through 1.4) with time. The upper and
lower limits of uncertainty (shaded areas) are presented as determined by application of
the plus or minus 15 percent accuracy of the total dose and dose-rate measurements and

YAG 40
FALLOUT

[1at Ho82 H-7

WASMDW1 A
Off N*155

M-AIN SQUALLS '*

atI H-HR

HII H*Z

zo'"*I MC/,

""Wel wit"~ G

40 4305 2040

Figure 3.15 Track made by YAG-40 during Shot Zuni participation.

the plus or minus 50 percent accuracy of the air-contribution estimate. See Appendix
for sample calculation.

The relative wind Weed anti direction as it varied with time is indicated on the dose rate
reduction graphs (Figures 3.18 and 3.20).

The particular significant values from the curves, as described in Table 1.1, are sum-
marized in Table 3.6.

The decrease in effectiveness based on reduction in dose rate (Figures 3.18 and 3.20)
where ETR drops from 85.5 to 79 and EDR from 85 to 79, after washdown was secured, is
due to the dose rate increase in the washed area at the same time (Figure 3.16).
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TABLE 3.4 SIGNIFICANT WASHiDOWN EFFECTWENLSS 'PERCENT),
SHOT NAVAJO AT END OF WASHDOWN M 9.4)

Lower Observed Lmr
Limit ut

ETD 82 87 90

STR 82 87 90.4

TABLE 3.3 YAO-40 OPERATIONAL DATA FOR SHOT ZUMI

TV* 01 fallout ParUculate coral reuidue
Dislace from OZ 5 miles nortt
hnt Mad velocty 20 kaM 0"o
A" diring wahdo" 11l6 mIs at H+.t,

18 mla at a3+
Cowr-e &d maneuver R$ to R+ 6, 270* at I knots;

+4 to H.+315, 0461t 2ao

hrrt rise Is ohu l*&o
ilmltgrtuA*.IOAId .24
Falloul StanS32
Peeh air do" raste 3.5.
Peak dock dose rate 3.6.8
uIM offallout *L.2

Waabdowae an 2.3
Wasbdo"m o ff * )S.L

Peak mesa does ratotWiased arne L56 u/',t
UnWsAW area L.4 r/hr

Mesa total dose at end of waahdowm
Washed area .73 r
Unwashed ans. 41.6 r

Time waabdow, ionUnued after
allotS cessation ?.3 hr

TABLE 2&6 MNIFIANT WANIDOWI RUflCTIVENUS (PERCENT) SHOT 2014

At Time of Peek Dome Rate At Time rd Ead ot Wasbdovr
Air Cosrlbutiom (H * LS) (3413.5)

Lomr Osred U" 1wrObevd Up2per
limit Limit Limit l imit

TI 7271 65

It T 81 66.5 83

I DD 712 3 91

2 D• 16 93 141 61.5 65 87.5
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3.5.2 Shot Tewa, YAG-39. Operational Data (YAG-39). A statement of the
significant operational data for YAG-39, Tewa is given In Table 3.7. Figure 3.22 is a

track chart for both YAG's during the Tewa participation. YAG-39 kept station with a
combination of the "slow-into-the-wind" procedure and the figure-eight maneuver.

Note that the start of fallout coincides with the first indication of a rise in background
and that from the start of fallout to the peak air dose rate only two and a half hours elapsed,
indicating a rapid rate of fallout arrival.

Notice also that during this time of rapid fallout arrival, the washdown was secured
from H + 2.7 to H + 3.1, and then was operated intermittently. This was done to allow access
to the deck for personnel from other projects.

Radiation and Washdown Effectiveness Data (YAG-39). The estimate

VFLL0UTA0 40 YAG 39
")I€• *e.9 ,.So ,.4.0

9" W 1*4 2 Weiss

4ou 0 ,. , 0e:3

0 ,' 1 14 0" '2

4t 14 a t 42

i "49 .4 " I ID . +

i9M .,e.e I , N+- I

I | .. m N-IM-9
,n...i,. •4'aE I win_,) w.7# w2

S I I '

40o' 4S' 30' 40'
'igure 3.22 Tracka made by YAG's 39 and 40 during

Shot Tewa participation.

of air contribution In the unwashed area and the washed area and total gamma deck dose
rates and doses are presented in Figures 3.23 and 3.24.

The data from Station 70 in the washed area was rendered unsuitable for estimation of
the contribution to the radiation field on deck from air-borne contaminant by the inter-
mittent action of the washdown.

In Figure 3.23, notice the very steep rise in dose rate In the washed area prior to H +3
hours and the lesser slope after H + 3, almost exactly coincident with reactivation of the

36 Continued on Page 46
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TABLE 3.7 YAG-39 OPERATIONAL DATA FOR SHOT TEWA

Type of contaminant Particulate coral residue
Distance from GZ 25 miles north
SurLfce wind -ielocity 8 knots 105'
Rain during washdown None
Course and maneuver 11H2 to Hl4.7. U0' at 2 knots

11H4.7 to H÷+20. figure eight
perpendicular to wind

Time of:
First rise In background 8+2.0
Fallout start H*+2.0
Peek air do" rate H+4.5
Peak deck dose rate H,4.6
Znd of allout 11.15.3
Washdown on HE.1
Washdownoff a82.7
Wabdown on 3.t.1
Washdown off 8,9.7
Washdowno 8-10.2
Washdown off 3.10.6
Washdownoas 8+11.3
Wasbdow% off 9+1l&9
Wasbdown on 415.1
Waabdown off *1IS.?
WaabdoeHee13.15.
Waahdows off 11+13.S

Waibdown a 3.16.1
Washdown aoff +17.6
Waahdown a H1+17.7
Washdown off 11.1t&4
Washdown ao I+18.?
Washdown off H+ 20.4

Peak mean does rates
Washed area 7.54 r/br
Unwashed area 21.2 rA•

Mean total dome at end of waabdowm
Washed area 23&9 r
Unwashed area 142 r

Time washdown continued after
fallout eseanton 4.9 hr

TABLE &I SIGNIFICANT WASHDOWN KFfECTIVMNE (PflCZINT).
SHOT TIWA, TAO-31

At Time of Peek Do" Rate At Time 1 Eofd of Waiadowm
Air Contributiom (1 * 4.6) (H + 20.4)

Lower Obsered Upper LI, r Obeervd Upper
_Limit Limit Limit Limit

NTm TA 64 a6
E91.1 94 9&5,

*DR 70 83 90 93 96 97
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TABLE 1.9 YAG-40 OPERATIONAL DATA FOR SMOT TEWA

Type of contaminant Partlculate coral residue
Distance from GZ 40 miles northwest
Surface wind velocity I knots 105"
Rain during waabdorn None
Course and maneuver H +4.7 to H+ 17. figure eight

perpendicular to the wind
Time of.-

First rise in background 8+4.3
Falloutstart H3..0
Peak air dose rate 145.8
Peek deck dose rate 3.?.3
Sad of fallout 3.14.3
Wasbdown on 3..0
Wasbdow off ,H÷I.2

MHsa does rat* peek
WAsedW area L0 r/hr
Unwahed are M.44 r/br

Mes to does at ead ad wuabdowm
Washed area 10.3 r
VnaaWsbd ame -3.3r

Tim wumbdown conlaved after
Wout cos,-tloa LO, h

TAULE U.10 *MON=AX WAEWN II77ZCrZNh1S (P1CENT),

USOT TZWA, TAG-4

At Time of Peak Dom Raf At Time of Mad *I Wabdows
Air Coee utla (WI* U) 0.115.2)

Lower Observed aner Lower tbeered Upper
Limit LIMNt Limit Limit

12 172 U
XeTt a 61 91

EDD 14 43 so
Ri 71 2 64 n To 66

TANAUL3.1 TOTAL DIC D= MAVED IT WIASIDOWN OtTI AT THE END

OF WAUDOWN)

Obse frved Ukr Average

pot pot pot abooluesr

Particulate Tows, TA0-4 0 1 64 68 125
Fallout W rA- "0' 348'

Toes, TAO-40 U1 1O 66 3.0

GuMy Fstheed TAG-4 .MS 01 L21
Fallout Navajo. TAG-* 62 5 9 4.16

*Values re6omed by rain.
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TABLE 3.12 PERCENT FUTURE DECK DOSE SAVED BY WASHDOWN
(ETR AT THE END OF WASHDOW,,)

Lower Limit Observed Upper Limit

ParUculate Tows, YAG-39 91.5 94 95.5
Fallout Tow, YAG-40 83 87 91

Zuni, YAG-40 W1 6.55 89'

Slurry Flathead, YAG-40 96 97 96
Fallout NavaJo, YAO-39 82 87 90.4

*Values reduced by rain.

TABLE &.13 PIRCENT REMOVAL OF DEPOSITID CONTAMINANT

SDD AT THE END OF WASNDOWN)

Lower 1imit Cbser"ud Uper Limit

ParUculate Tws, TAO-I9 90 so $9
Vh3out ZEd. YAO-40 ?2' 830 01'

T"ws YAO-40 74 a gO

*Values reduced hy rail.

TABLE 2&14 PERtCENT FUTURE DOSE SAVED BY WASHDOWN (SER
AT THE END Of WASHDOWN)

Lower 1imit Obenod Uppr Limit

ParUeulate Tow. YAG-3S 9S 95 3?
Fallout Tow, YAO-0 U

Zuni YAO-40 760 $40

*Value reihed by rali.

TABLE 3.15 PERCENT REMOVAL OF DEPCMTED CONTAMINANT AT
TIME OF MAXIMUM ARRIVAL RAT& (EDR)

Lower Limit Obse;ne Uppr Limit

Zuai. TAOG-40 G 93 100

Tes. TAG-39 70 t3 30

Tows, TAG-40 71 74 34
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washdown system at H +3.1. Also, the air-contribution dose-rate estimate indicates the
possible presence of air-borne activity which did not fall out on the ship.

In Figure 3.24, the time of fallout cessation, as determined from the Project 2.63 col-
lectors, agrees closely with the start of the constant portiua of the air contribution dose
estimate curve.

Washdown effectiveness is presented in Figures 3.25 through 3.28. The drop in effec-
tiveness shown in all of the curves marks closely the time when the washdown was turned
off at H+2.7.

Relative wind-speed-and-direction data from the approximate end of fallout to the end of
washdown is not available. See Table 3.8 for a summary of important effectiveness values
from YAG-39 during the Tewa exercise.

&5.3 Sbot Tewa, YAG-40. Operational Data (YAG-40). Table 3.9 and Figure
3.22 display pertinent operational data for the Tow% participation of YAG-40.

In this cage, station keeping was done using the figure-eight procedure exclusively.
Radiation and Washdown Effeotlvness Data (YAG-40). The dose

rate ard dose data for the air-borne contribution (both In the washed and unwashed areas
from Stations 70 and 3 respectively), and total doe and dose-rate data from the washed
and unwashed areas are shown In Figures 3.29 and 3.30.

This is the only case where it was possible to estimate the contribution to the radiation
field from air-borne contaminants in both the washed and unwashed areas.

The dose rate In the washed area exhibits an increAse at the end of washdown in Fig-
ure 3.29 as occurred on the YAG-40 during the Zuni participation (Figure 3.181.

Th. end of fallout, as evidenced by the flattening of the air contribution dose curves
In Figure 3.30, approx/mates again the end of fallout as measured by the Project 2.63
Instruments.

The effectiveness results are given In Figures 3.31 through 3&34.
In Figures 3.31 and 3.33, the drop in effectiveness based =n reduction of dose rate

(ETR and EDR) after the end of washdown Is due to the jump in dose rate in the washed
area. The dip in the effectiveness curves in the same figures at approximataly H + 8
hours Is due to the drop in d&se rate in the unwashed control area at that time. See Fig-
ure &29.

The important values from these curves are given In Table 3.10.

3.6 SUMMARY OF WASHDOWN EFFECTIVENESS RESULTS

Tables 3.11 through 3.15 summarize the results.

4.
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Chap/er 4

0/SCUSS/ON
4.1 UULITARY SIGNIFICANCE OF RADIATION LEVELS ENCOUNTERED

As noted In Chapter 3, the gamma radiation hazard recorded on the test ships was not
particularly dangerous, with the possible exception of that on the YAG-39 during Tews,
sorties.

According to preliminary estimates contained in the Program 2 Summary, " Fallout
Studies During Operation Redwinge (Reference 11). the radiation hazard encountered on
the test ships could have been as much as 10 times as great, Wad they been positioned
differently.

This Is not to infer that the washdown effoctiveness would have been the same with
this additional amount of fallout, but to point out that situaticns could have existed where
washdown would have been more of a military necessity than It was aboard the test ships
during Operation Redwing.

4.2 EFFEfCT OF POSSIBLE VARIATIONS IN AMOUNT OF FALLOUT
IN WASHED AND CONTROL AREAS

Washdown evaluation by comparison of radiation measurements takcen in the forward
and aft sections of a ship cannot be considered ideal although it Is preferable to the use
of independently operated ships as test and control areas. Weather surfce geometry,
changing fallout particle size, and wind speed and direction are interrelated factors which
cause differences in the amounts of contaminant delivered fore and aft.

Radiation measurements taken during two sorties of the YAG-40 (without waahdown)
during Operation Casrle show that doses accumulated aft were higher than forward by 8
and 30 percent when the wind was aft or onthe beam. With the wind oer the bow on the
third sortie, the dose aft was lower by 17 percent than the dose forward.

The figure-eight maneuver broadside to the wind, used on 3 sorties, and running before
the wind on one, during Redwing, would, on the basis of the above data, provide test con-
ditions leading to low values for washdown effectiveness. One run was made with the wind
on the bow, a condition which would tend to provide inflated values for effectiveness.
Table 4.1 presents the maximum and minimum measured values for washdown effective-
nes and based on the above-mentioned Castle experience, the possible icual values for
both relative wind conditions. &ance the Castle data applies primarily to the slurry-type
fallout, no estimate can be made of the effect of varying physical characteristics of thd
contaminant.

No attempt has been made to apply these corrections generally to the Redwing data be.
cause of the high degree of uncertainty Involved. Also, it is apparent from Table 4.1 that
"";!z.dspeeds were lower during Operation Redwing than during Operation Castle and so It
Is expected that fore and aft variations In amount of contaminant would have been legs. It
Is felt that these test conditions do not seriously prejudice the results.
4.3 EFFECT OF INCOMPLETE WASHDOWN COVERAGE

4.3.1 ETD and ETR. In Figures 1.1 and 1.2, It can he seen that the kingpost In the
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washed area of both ships was not thoroughly covered by the spray. Contaminant on the
kingpost, which is close to the washed area detectors, would tend to make the readings in
the washed area higher than if this condition had not existed. Thus, the effectiveness
based on reduction of total dose and dose rate (ETD and ETR) as measured, is less than
it would have been if: (the kingpost had been thoroughly washed, and (2) the washed area
detectors had been located farther from the kir.•post.

1.3.2 EDD and EDR. Station 70, from which data was obtained to estimate the air-
borne contaminant contribution in the washed area, is shielded so as not to be influenced
by radiation from the kingpost. Therefore, the radiation from this source was not sub-;
tracted out with the air contribution estimate, and the effectiveness values based on re-
moval of deposited material (EDD and EDR) are biased unfavorably, since the wachdown
is charge4 with not having removed contaminant which it could not reach.

This factor is a function of the design of the washdown system, but the cases in point
are typical since masts, antennae, etc., are often left untouched by existing shipboard
washdown systems.

4.4 7ACT•RS I(FLUENCING WASHDOWN £FFECTIVENESS
(LURRY CONTAMINANTS)

4.4.1 Shot Flathead, YAG-40. The fallout per.od was long, the amount of iMtorial
deposited was apparently slight, and the fallout particles were small. These factors
combined to make for exceptional wiashdown effectlveneis.

4.4.2 Shot Navajo, YAO-39. Unfortunately, the washdown was secured before the
Navajo fallout had ceased. This fct, coupled with intormittent operation, prevented the
washdown from achieving maximum effectiveness.

4.3 FACTORS INIFLUE?4CLNO WASIIDOWN E2FECTIVENESS
(PARTICULATE CONTAMINANTS)

4.5.1 Shot Zunf, YAG-40. The relative wind blowing from the quarter for the fitst
3 hours of fallout may have reduced te effectiveness of the washJown. The rain tra-
versed by the YAt-40 during the Zuni fallout perion removed some contaminant from the
nrwashed ctionintr ea w thereby reducing the radiation level there, without a correspond-

ing reduction in the washed area. The resulting effect was a ale reduction of effective-
ness values. Continuation of wasprdown for 7 hnure aftcr the end of falbut increased

shodown effectiveness 3 t e 5 percen t above the effectiveness z: the end of fallout.

4.3.2 Shot Tewa, YAG-39. The wntermittent operwtion of the washdown system cer-
tainly e an adverse affect on the washdown effectiveness early in the fallout period, and
had it been operated continuously, greater effontiveness would have been achleved, partic-
ularly effectiventiss based on dose reduction.

Continuation of the wiasldown for 5 hours after the cessation of fallout increased the
effectiveness.

4 5.3 Shot Tewa, YAG-40. Continuous operation of the washdown system was prac-
ticed, but the washdKwn was ecurcd only 1 hour aiter the end of fallout. If washdown
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had been continued loager, effectiveness would have increased. The drop in dose rate of
H + 17 hour.' was dje to decoitaAminatlon by ship's force at that time.

4.5.4 Shots Zuni and Tewa, YAG-40. An abrupt rise in dose rate in the washed area
on YAG-40 coincided with the turning off of the washdown during both Zuni and Tewa. This
phenomenon occurred only on YAG-40 and was noticeable only with particulate type of
fallout. Possible causes for this occurrence folio-v:

I. Ccntamlnant collected near the ship'% rail and around nearby drains could have
been shielded by the slant thickne3a of washdown water on deck between the contaminant
and the detectur. I"_-n the washdown system was secured, the water drained over the
side, the shielding was removed, and the dose rate seen by the detector increased.

If the above is assumed to byi correct then differences in drainage may have been the
reason why a similar increase in dose rate was no. observed on the YAG-39 during Tows.
On this ship there is no bulwark or rail near the detector i1n the washed area to hinder the

AMWAYI

Iglure 4.1 Swtah demonstrating how bulwark on YAGo-40
ould collect washdown runoff and contaminant. Not to scs!e.

dicharge of water over the side, as on the "AG-4'j. It is also possible that differences
in trim may have favored a build-up of water in this area on the YAG-40 while favoring
runoff on the YAG-39.

2. Additior.al fallout could hzye arrived at this time, although the contribution to deck
dose rates feom alr-b'.rne contaminant does not clearly ii.dlcate that this is the case. A
small constant change in dose rate in both test areas would be more noticeable in the
washed area then in the unwashed section.

3. Preferential removal by the washdown of one or more isotopes may have disturbed
parent-daughter equilibria, resulting in temporary changes in decay rate until equilibrium
was restored. Indlca'ion of thia phenomenon was reported following ship and aircraft de-
contamination at Operatlon Castle (Reference 1). However, it is difficult to explain why
this *,Ps not apparent in the YAG-39, Tews dose-rate curves.

4.6 •EDWING AND CASTLE COMPARISON

Table 4,2 presents a summary of Operations Redwing and Castle results. The fallout
encountered by the YAG's during Operation Castle had the same physical characteristics
as that from Shots Flathead and Nav"Jo during the Redwing series, though referred to as
a fine mist during Castle and a slurry during Redwing (References I and 9).

4.7 WASHJOWW F.FFECTIVEINESS AGAINST PARTICULATE FALLOUT

Table 4.2 indicates that when particulate c ntaniinant was encountered, washdown was
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TABLE 4.1 PO&SBLE VARIATrONS BETW•EEN OBSERVED ý'TD ACTUAL WASHDOWN
EFFECT!VEN•P'5 DUE. TO RELATIVE WIND SPEED AND DIRECTION,
OPERATION REDWING

Principal Range of Relative Range of Obsrved Range of Possible
Wind Direction Wind 11e9d Effectiveness Actual Effectiveness

knots EST Pct 9TD pet

Abeam and Astern 10 to 20 7 to? $0 to 91
(EFigre S maneuver (Castle 15 to 25)
and Shot Zuni paru-
aipatwion

Wind over Bow 1i to 17 t is
(hot Flathead) (Caste 25 to 30)

TA3LZ 4.2 WA MI"iDWN ST7CTINE3S8 $`UMARY OF CASTLZ AND

SDY ,M RULT3

Castle Redwtng

Pa pet

Norry CootatmIninn

god ol faout
X11 97 to 4 961 to 02

1 09 to 9 9 to

ed of wasbdow 2 houre aster 1.5 bourn after
sad of fallut end Of fallout

XTD "15 tto696

XTt93to1011 961to97

Particulate Contaminlanat

Rnd (A falloA No washdovm evalua-
tUs of two tie of
oostawmal domes
Operatic. Castle

XTID 76o05
I=11I, to 94

god Of waab8own bhoors after
sind of falout

STD 42 to 64

lITR 93 to 9
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less effective, but with continued washing after fallout had ceased, the reduction In dose
rate approached the effectiveness achieved against the slurry contaminant.

4.8 WASHDOWN OPERAIING CONDITIONS FOR MAXIMUM EFFECTIVENESS

The following stipulations are p,,t forth for achieving maximum wasbdown effectiveness.
Washdown should: (1) be activated as soon as possible after fallout arrival Is detected;
(2) be operated continuously, particularly from beginning of fallout through the time when
the peak dose rate Is reached; and (3) be operated as long as possible after fallout ceases.

4.9 EFFECT OF SH1P DESIGN ON WASHDOWN EFFECTIVENESS

Study of Figures 3.11 through 3.14 reveals that collection of fallout material could be
greatly reduced by changes In the configuration of the weather surfaces of ships. Deck
seams, ireas with poor drainage, gun tabs and other projections on the weather decks
are points where the contaminant collected. Washdown would be more effective on a
more streamlined ship. (see FIgure 4.1).
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Chopter 5

CONCLUSIONS aod RECOM PE, tATIONS

0.1 CONCLUSIONS

Four cc,nclusions can be dr~wu from the results of this test. They are:
1. The washdown effectiveness, as reported from Operation Castle, Is substantiated

when employed against a slurry-type cootaminant.
2. Lesser effectiveness, 76 to 86 percent versus V' to 97 percent reduction of total

pmma dose at the cud of fallout vwas achieved against the Zuni-Towa coral residue fallout.
& MIxlmum washdown effectiveness is achieved by prompt activation at the etart of

the contaminating event and by continuous operv,,on as long as possible after the fallout
has ceased. Washing altar fallout cesaxtion is particularly advantageous In the cse of
the partlcuicte contaminan,,

4. Wasidown effectiveness can be materially increased by smooth and well-drained
ship weather surfa•e.

5.2 RECOMMENDATIONS

It is desirable to extend knowledge of the volue of the wasidown countermeasure under
two additional circumstances beyond those obtained In past tests and applicable to ships
at sea or shore apprcacbehs. They are: (1) under contaminating conditions produced by
a relatively shallow ,mderwz:ir burst with Its attendant base surge and fallout, which
would contaminate at very early timer after burst in a short time interval, and presum-
ably to a greater degree than In precious experiences, and (2) under contamnluating con-
ditions of a water surface buret In a rcego of latense fallout such as might have been
ercouintcred in this test series (Recerence 11) where high (lethal) radiation dose would be
encountered.

It Is therefore recommended that washdown evaluations be accomplished under the
-- ovs clrcumatances.
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Appendix

SAMPLE CALCULATIONS
A.1 E£r" A.ND ET

Tlh method usvd'Tor hanJlng the limits of accuracy when applied to the radlation measurements in
Squation 1.1 and 1.2 i as follows:

(11

It solving Equatons 1.1 and 1.2 the ratos D a/D• an R^jtu were determined. nltil li per•e limits
for Dw, •u. Rtw, and 9% were calculated and applied to each to determine aximum and minimum valvas.
Maximum and minimum ratios were calculated using Owmasx/.umin, Rwma/1tmin. Dwmln/Mamiz. and
1Twmln/RU max. Ratios weru tos substituted In SqusUo8s 1.1 aWd 1.2 to yield average. numamum, ausd
minimum efftacUvenes values. Example:

STD. YAG-40, Flathead at end of wsahdown

D -0.12?r, mr.= W- 4,0.15 w a0.146, minD=ýw-D-0.lSDw-a.10.

N &10 r. max O* - .11• s D * U4.5, mia Du - D- 01 SDu. 2.335

aw M" nunD,,
-- 0.04 - w - 0.05$ -- 0.03min DU a

i•.ut min [1 - 0oo [1-o.o ] - ,

RTro!avg) Mo.[100 100,11-0.04], 96peco

XTD ~ o~i. (MS 10 I I DU in uaS] . U5 percent

A.2 NCD AND SUR

Calculation of SDD and SDR, q.i.attoa 1.3 and 1.4, was accomplished an follows:

11 - N 4a

-DR 100 r .- A
IAJ

Maximum and m&Wmum viaue. for the ratilos (w - i)/DU - a) And • w - A)/( - A) were deterl ned by
subatitution of values so that the largest possible numerator was divided by the smallest denominator pro-
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duclng a maximum value and vice versa for the minimum. This method was chosen so that the final limits

on effectiveness reflect the widest probable range. Example:

EDD, YAG-40, Zuni at the end of washdown

Min Max. Ag Remark

D - 7.40 10.0 8.71 Avg i15 percent

DU - 35.2 47.4 41.4 Avg * 15 percent

a a 1.11 3.32 2.21 stUmate 50 percent

mnlmmMax Dw - Min a
Minimum DD 100 Min

1U2- &3

F -09

1 0o(it- 0.2] - 2 p.rcent

C -Us D,- WA alJ

oD 100 1.4- LUaa)~ ~J

•IOt - r7-4 -- I, I IJ

a100 4.1

a 1o00 E- 0.0o3 - 91S perc
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